**The First Week**

HACKNEY: Job's 'Not So Bad'

**By ANDREW KIRTMAN**

On Sheldon Hackney's first day on the University's present job he was to be replaced — fast. On the second day, the new president, Sheldon Hackney, announced he would be replaced by a new President of the University, but this time a president who was included in the University's 1982 budget.

Last fall week, the heritage government under Hackney had to be replaced by a new university, the University of Pennsylvania, for the second time since the University of Pennsylvania was founded. Under Hackney's leadership, the university had not made any real change, and it had been closed since the new president took office.

On Saturday morning, "I felt a strange urge to go back and read a news article," said Hackney.

**The Reliance's Steinberg**

Donates Art Collection

By DONALD WATNICK

"Magnificent," said the Reliance's chairwoman, "were the words Graduate School of Fine Arts Dean Lee Conover used to describe the $1.5 million exhibit entitled "The Reliance's Steinberg Donates Art Collection".

The exhibit was sponsored by the Fine Arts School and includes several important donations by the University's faculty, including University Chancellor Steinberg. Together, the donors give the University a chance to look at its own collection. According to Conover, Steinberg had previously donated several important works to the University.

More than 15 percent of the works in the exhibit are by University faculty, including several important donations by the University's faculty. The exhibit is on display in the University's School of Fine Arts, and will be open through December 1982.

**Required Reading?**

**By PETER CANELLOS**
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**Robberies Reported At Hutch, Bookstore**

By TONI LEE

The University has received a report of a robbery at the Hutchins Bookstore, where a student was allegedly robbed by a man who said he was a state trooper. The suspect is described as a white male, approximately 5'10" tall, with dark hair and a mustache. He was last seen wearing a black jacket and blue jeans.
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Campus Events

NOTICE

Campus Events are listed daily as a public service to University students and faculty. Questions concerning the accuracy of the listed information should be directed to the sponsor. Events not listed may be omitted at the discretion of the Managing Editor. All events are listed in the order in which they occur. All events are free unless otherwise noted.

TODAY

TOVYDAYS EVENTS are being held in the Student Union. To view the complete schedule, visit the Student Union Information Center.

HERBENS COFFE HOUSE (1960s) hosts open mic jam session. Sponsored by the Hindu Cultural Society. Stop by and join the fun.

PENN OUTING CLUB - Day hikers, cross-country skiers, and canoers. Meet at 8:30 a.m. at S. Locust and 36th Streets, and again at 9:00 a.m. at 36th and Locust Streets.

THE LIBERATI0NS PARTY will hold a meeting to discuss their weekly activities. Location to be announced.

FUTURE

EVENTS FOR FUTURE DATES are also available on the computer service. No reservations are required.

MEDICAL STUDENTS' (M.S.) host an open mic jam session. Sponsored by the Religious Society of Friends. Location to be announced.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS' (I.S.) will hold a meeting to discuss their weekly activities. Location to be announced.

PENN INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS' (P.I.S.) will hold a meeting to discuss their weekly activities. Location to be announced.

DON'T MISS

MEDICAL STUDENTS' (M.S.) will hold a meeting to discuss their weekly activities. Location to be announced.

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS' (I.S.) will hold a meeting to discuss their weekly activities. Location to be announced.

CAMPUS EVENTS are listed daily as a public service to University students and faculty. Questions concerning the accuracy of the listed information should be directed to the sponsor. Events not listed may be omitted at the discretion of the Managing Editor. All events are listed in the order in which they occur. All events are free unless otherwise noted.

TOMORROW

TOMORROW'S EVENTS are also available on the computer service. No reservations are required.

THE ANKENNEN SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATIONS SPRING COLLOQUIUM SERIES

February 9

Erik Barnett

Chief, Motion Picture, Broadcasting and Recorded Sound Division, Library of Congress:

"Magicians and the Early Cinema."

February 16

Denise Schmandt-Besserat

Center For Middle Eastern Studies, University of Texas at Austin:

"Reckoning Before Writing—8000-3000 B.C."

February 23

Herbert Schmertz

Majority Free Sponsored by Center for International Studies and the Department of History.
Dreamhouses Or Nightmares?

For people who want to come to Philly for four years and then get out, dorms are fine. Here, though, you learn how to manage yourself, to live in a community. You see little kids playing in the street, and there's an old lady living across the way. When you go home, you feel like you belong here. I like Philadelphia, so I like living out here, instead of being on campus in Long Island.

Off-Campus Housing

For them, which is foolish, because the dormitories will always be filled," Packer said. "Here, however, you have to be more careful. It's a matter of personal safety."

Aside from the problems that some people have either in maintaining previously leased apartments or in obtaining new apartments in the area, there are also reasons for moving off-campus are manifold. Monday is the off-campus housing is completely

Guadalajara Summer School
University of Arizona offers new Guadalajara summer school

Modern Languages
College House
is now accepting applications for 1981-82 residence
Maison Francaise Deutsches Haus Rusksy Haus Casa Hispanica Casa Italiana
Applications now available at the front desk.
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**IN OUR TIME**

**Liz McMillen**

**Manufacturing Sexual Myths**

She was brilliant. Everyone who knew her agreed upon that. She also had the beauty to be beautiful, aristocratic, and souful. To all of us she was glamorous, effusively, apparently, unapproachably beautiful. The new articles on her had not put the situation in such straightforward terms, of course. No, the media attention given to Mary Cunningham, whose sudden rise to the initiative chair of the Student Constitution Commission and subsequent elimination of several sexual orientation measures, occurred under the long, uncertain publicity, revealed that to the administration and students the threat posed by her Black's colleagues was much more publicly visible. People shook their heads and said the time had to be an affair with men, who herself at the age of 43 and as chairman of the board had been rewarded with such traditional labels as "Molly" and "Tailor." When interviewers asked about Con-

---

**Letters to the Editor**

**On Being Quiet and Allowing Courses to Be Censored**

Looking Warnly at the Administration

To the Editor:

I have never spoken out or written before on a women's issue before since my group has never gone down main roads. In fact, we have kept quiet and not made any noise. If the University of Pennsylvania has decided to allow our group to make noise, we will do it. The United States first fight of the women's movement will be a big one because we are quite prepared for it.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

---

**A Remembrance of Things Past**

As Lisa Blumenfeld slated in her certain a good nominee... To the Editor:

The former president of the University of Pennsylvania has died. Few people are aware of the sad occasion, suggesting that unless I pay the required fee, I will be denied access to the course offerings. However, the administration of the school has been driven by a higher wisdom, the administration of three-hour lecture and a one-hour seminar. Many students have been driven by a desire to learn, and that is the true wisdom of the school.

I am glad my pleas for satisfaction were heard. Currently, Dr. Samuels teaches American soldiers who died in Operation Desert Storm. We can only hope that the school will continue to honor the memory of those who have served, and it is with hope for the future. As some of us look back on the past, we must remember that we are all part of a larger community, and we are all connected by the threads of history. As we look to the future, we must remember that we are all part of a larger world, and we must work together to build a better future.

---

**Quotation of the Day**

"After five or six days of that, I fear you'll be in trouble..." - President Sheldon Hackney when first work in the University.
HUP Gets Grant To Study Aged

The University of Pennsylvania has been awarded a $1.5 million grant to establish a research and training center for the study of the aged.

The center will be one of only two in Pennsylvania has been awarded a $1.5 million grant to establish a research and training center for the rapidly-growing elderly population.

Physical Rehabilitation professor and Department Chairman William Erdman said the NIHR center will probably be an expansion of existing facilities, and added that the center will "probably not be set up in "several different ways" using the expertise of University department from bioengineering to psychology.

Brody said the "family" unit, consisting of close relatives, friends, and neighbors who care for the elderly, will be a focus of the center. He added that dealing with the loss of a critical function such as sight, hearing, or a limb can be traumatic.

"From what I see, so far we've done rather well," he added. "In statistics, we've surpassed the legal requirements." Erdman said a major function of the new facility will be to provide training in gerontology and counseling through research.

"We want to increase the function- ing level of older people," Brody said. "If we get someone in here with one arm amputated and they can't walk, we can teach them to walk. It's important to have a positive attitude, because it can indeed teach an old dog new tricks."
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Give our best to your love.

TV College

(Continued from page 5)

Give our best to your love.

College House Fair

Look at your Residence Options for next year

Free Valentines Messages!

The Amateur Radio Club will be sending your messages to loved ones at the Dining Commons from 4:30 to 7:00 PM today and from 7:00 PM to 10:00 at the High Rises.

Bring Addresses and Phone numbers!

SKF Industries, Inc

3905 Walnut St.
382-0731

This Valentine's Day Give Your Special Someone a Heart of Romance. Send this romantic message with your own personal message and your own personal message and your own personal message.

An Island of Candy and Gifts / Houston Hall Candy Shop, Houston Hall Basement

Promise Anything! But Give Flowers... For Valentine's Day - Large Assortment of Candy and Gifts / Houston Hall Candy Shop, Houston Hall Basement

In most jobs, at 22 you're at the bottom of the ladder.

In the Navy, at 22 you can be a leader. After just 16 weeks of leadership training you're commissioned an Ensign. And you're given the immediate decision-making authority your superiors admirer.

On your first sea tour, you'll be responsible for the work of up to 10 men and the care of literally millions of dollars worth of highly sophisticated equipment. You're a Division Officer, so you're in charge.

But don't just take a job. Become a Navy Officer and take charge even at 22.
AUDITIONS
for Penn Players’
Sorrows of Stephen
a new comedy.
Sun., Mon., Feb. 8, 9 at 6-10 pm
Houston Hall Room 245
interested techies come too
For more info. call 243-7570

La Napoule, France:  Mo, Jan. 29, 3:00-4:00
French 3-4
Canne, France: Monday, Feb. 6, 4:00-5:00
Film Festival Course
Tel Gerisa, Israel: Tuesday, Feb. 9, 3:00-4:00
Archaeology Course
Repton, England: Thursday, Feb. 11, 3:00-4:00
Archaeology Course
Freiburg, Germany: Monday, Feb. 15, 3:00-4:00
German 3-4
Florence, Italy: Tuesday, Feb. 16, 3:00-4:00
Italian Language
London, England: Tuesday, Feb. 17, 4:00-6:00
Theatre, Poetry, & History

More info: Call Joan Campbell, 243-7326

Pi Sigma Alpha
Political Science Honor Society
will be holding a forum on
Public Policy
with Professor Berrier
Thursday, Feb. 12th at 7 PM
Stitler Hall B-30
SAC Funded

THE BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP
is accepting applications for interviews from 1981 graduates interested in MBA degrees and/or management consulting careers. We can interview only a limited number of candidates. This program provides training and experience which can maximize the value of subsequent graduate education or yield to professional responsibilities. Selection criteria include superior academic performance, leadership potential, and excellent communication skills. Preadmits to graduate schools of business or law are preferred. Compensation is competitive with best offers in the industry.

Locations: Boston and Chicago. Those who speak appropriate languages may be sent to Paris, Tokyo, or Munich.

Please send all relevant information, including resume, application letter, college transcript, SAT scores, GMAT scores, and copies of any graduate school admissions applications to:

Pamela D. A. Reave
The Boston Consulting Group
One Boston Place
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

The Brothers Of
EAM
Proudly Welcome
Our First Sisters:
Gail Debbie
Jill Shary
Beth Ruth
Rl Andy

981
The UJA Campaign
is almost over
If you are interested in helping other Jews with a contribution, please stop by Hillel tomorrow before 5 PM or call 243-7391

—Attention 1981 Graduates—
THE BOSTON CONSULTING GROUP
The Nigerian Exchange

(Continued from page 1)

1979. When Ibadan appointed an
external examiner of Ph.D. can-
didates, he discussed the exchange
situation. Now, Rutman said, because Nigeria was
undergoing a transition from a
military to a civil government.

"As a statement of the level of
unrest and uncertainty
throughout the entire world, so
were certain institutions and
concern with which we treat this mat-
ner," he said. "When they
informed the University that they would like to
reach an agreement as soon as possi-
ble," Rutman said.

"They think, in
country," he said. "They think, in
government, everything is less advanced
than in the U.S. But the truth is
quite the reverse. The University of
Ibadan has more money, buildings,
students, 95 percent of them
students might find Africa different
from their expectations.

"Most people think that outside of
southern cities, Africa is bush
and faculty than Penn has.
Ibadan has more money, buildings,
American system.

Rutman said exchange students
will find a communications bar-
rier between the two countries,
American. Romantically
Romanticism, the

Penn Sophomores

Your experience as a
United States Naval Officer
will give you

*Challenging leadership and
management experience

*Training in high demand fields
such as Engineering, Nuclear Power
and Aviation

*Travel opportunities

*Excellent pay and benefits

For more information on your opportunities
in the

NROTC Program
And as a
United States Naval Officer

Call 243-7436 or
Drop By Hollenback Center
(East of Franklin Field)
The Financial Analyst Program at MORGAN STANLEY

You are invited to attend a Pre-Recruiting Informational Session in the Benjamin Franklin Room, Houston Hall Wednesday, February 11, 1981. 4:30 P.M.

University of Pennsylvania alumni from the Corporate Finance and the Mergers and Acquisitions Departments will conduct an informal session designed to introduce you to the financial analyst program at Morgan Stanley and discuss other opportunities in investment banking.

Refreshments will be served.
(Continued from page 11)
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The defense was hard-nosed and making good passes. The normal effort of the Lehigh game, but an offensive afternoon. Fischer disposed of his opponent at the 14:4 mark. And for the second consecutive afternoon, poor Jim Dunster was faced with a do-or-die situation. But this time, the heavyweight was not overmatched. Opponent took an 11-2 decision, giving Penn a win. Sandy Hawthorne also chipped in for the Quakers' win.

Against Harvard, (he wrestlers once again found themselves in a precarious position with two matches remaining. As Paul Pitcher stepped onto the mats to begin his bout, the heavyweight was not overmatched. Opponent took an 11-2 decision, giving Penn a win. Sandy Hawthorne also chipped in for the Quakers' win.
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"We cut more students than anybody!"

Remember Just Shake It
and Let It Fall
NATURALLY
into place.

The Precision Cut
Women’s Hair $10

No valentines accepted after Tues. 3 p.m.

TODAY ON LOCUST WALK!

TOMORROW, February 10!

No valentines accepted after Tues. 3 p.m.

ROSES ARE RED,
VIOLETS ARE BLUE.
GIVE A DP VALENTINE
AND THEY'LL ALWAYS BE TRUE.

WHY NOT WISH SOMEONE SPECIAL
A HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY...
WITH A DP VALENTINE?
TODAY ON LOCUST WALK!
STARTING AT 11 A.M.

-ONLY $3.50 PER COLUMN INCH
-82 ADDITIONAL CHARGE FOR COLOR
-PLACE ADS AT OUR TABLE ON
LOCUST WALK OR...
-AT THE DP OFFICE, 4015 WALNUT

DEADLINE: TOMORROW, FEBRUARY 10!

Cagers

(Continued from page 12)
-at 100 percent strength during the weekend — some of our key players to give the Quakers a 49-37 lead with 2:37 to play.

"Once we built the quick lead in the second half, we were able to keep the Crimson at bay," said Woodruff. "As a result, we got some easy shots which we made."

Cornell seemed to be getting some momentum in the second half before the roof of Barton Hall collapsed on the roof of the gymnasium. The roof collapse took a short leave of absence. In the last eight minutes, they could only muster up one point as the Quakers created a 12-point advantage. As a result, we thought we were doing pretty well," a Cornell coach Tom Miller said, after his first confrontation with Penn. "Not true (Penn) just outplayed us. We got some easy shots which we didn't make. As a result, we got some easy shots which we made."

There were six ties and seven lead changes in the first half as high, the game tempo, something the Quakers had to control. "Avery Rawlings and George Noon were almost impossible to penetrate the inside as well as hit the outside shots. As a result, we got some easy shots which we made."

As it did against Columbia, Penn was able to contain the big man in the middle. Cornell's 6-11 Alex Kasel (13 points) took only eight shots and was kept out of the middle quite effectively by Noon and Bandrett. "Avery Rawlings and George Noon are two very nice tandems," Woodruff said.

Another fine tandem was Ken Hall and Dave Lardner (14 points), so threatening in the backcourt. Lardner recalled the game at Harvard but spent most of the second half as a guard where he demonstrated his ability to penetrate the inside as well as hit the outside shots.

And then there was Hall. If the season opener did anything but this weekend, it was taking charge of the game tempo, something the Quakers had to do this weekend. "The season now depends on how well we get some easy shots which we made. Every game is just like I'm playing against Duke, or St. John's, or Georgetown. It's the end of the world," Hall said.

Why not wish someone special
A HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY...
WITH A DP VALENTINE?

TODAY ON LOCUST WALK!
STARTING AT 11 A.M.

-ONLY $3.50 PER COLUMN INCH
-82 ADDITIONAL CHARGE FOR COLOR
-PLACE ADS AT OUR TABLE ON
LOCUST WALK OR...
-AT THE DP OFFICE, 4015 WALNUT

DEADLINE: TOMORROW, FEBRUARY 10!

No valentines accepted after Tues. 3 p.m.
Sweep Weekend Tri-Meet

Chantwell

around competition, with captain Bat. Ancient hight title, consistency which will need to

be the next two events before Navy

W. Thindclns Run Well in Princeton Relays

By MICHAEL SMITH

In its first of two consecutive weekend trips to Princeton on the Princeton Invitational Relays on Saturday. As the meet was its

most important of the season, both

men's and women's teams were generally pleased with the squad's performance, especially that of the two-mile relay,

which qualified for the Eastern Regionals.

In all, Penn entered 15 teams in the

including these relays, two distance events, and each.

This was the second time in the 900-200-200-880 meters relay, shuttle hurdle relay, shot put

and long jump relay. There was also the four-year run which the squad did not participate.

The only Penn relay team to qualify for the Eastern Regionals was the three-mile relay of

Saturday.

It is sometimes hard not to be cruel

by the fact that Yale's only four-year

man would have tied the score. A poten-

tial score of 19 to 42 would have tied the

The Quakers knew that in

there were no problems.

In poring through her efforts, Callin also considered her coach's remarks; she

was leery of her own performance, and

upgrading the decisions in Wrightington's
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At Courtside
Bill Rome

Tightens the knot on that three game skid (losses to Villa-
Dominate Fencers Defeat Yale

By BOBBY FIEDLIEHAN

W. Cagers Shut Down Bruins

By DAVE ZALEZNIK

You've seen the Mickles Light commercials where the good

Clemson’s big man Vernon Outlaw “I verytime the) went inside,”

Waggoner, particularly pleased after

plenty of 3's for 16 and a 6-10 Lion center.

The reasons for that were

Vince Ross combined 8-for-16 from the floor.

RFs were unable to get within five points. Tufts was to

Weinhauer, particularly pleased after

we were coozing down front here,"

Tightens the knot on that three game skid (losses to Villa-

wrestling

tries

much as they did in seventeen

“A more important thing is that we were starting to

times
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